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PHILOSOPHY
OF TIME
SATURDAY

Session 1
Graham Renz, Chair
9:30-10 Breakfast
10-10:50 Ryan Olson
_Time’s Span: On the Privileged Neighbors of Now_ Jonathan Roberts commenting
11-11:50 Jacob Archambault
_Powers Presentism_ Blake Davenport commenting
12-1 Lunch

Session 2
William Bell, Chair
1-1:50 Lavender Mekitrick-Sweiter
_The Epistemic, Moral, and Metaphysical Issues of Prepunishment_
Danny Underwood commenting
2-2:50 Quoc Thai
_Time Travel Agency and the Ability to Try to Change the Inevitable_
Tamala Endriss commenting
2:50-3:10 Coffee break
3:10-4 Patrick Grafton-Cardwell
_Do Endurantism Require the A-theory? No._ Patrick Graham commenting
4-5 Break
5-6 Keynote address - Meghan Sullivan
_A Tale of Two Time Biases_
6-6:30 Q&A Session
6:45-8 Reception
8-10 Social gathering

SUNDAY

Session 3
Ashton Snider, Chair
10:30-11 Breakfast
11-11:50 Sayid Bnfsi
_Presentists Should Not Believe In Backward Time Travel_ James Smoot commenting
12-12:50 Clara Carus
_Time as Mediator between the A priori aspect of Cognition and its A posteriori Content in Kant - Is Time Truly A priori?_ Kara Boschert commenting